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L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE DU CANADA LIMITED

QUELQUES SUCCES DE L'ASSURANCE DE LA QUALITE*

par

R.B. Maxwell

RESUME

De nombreux industriels qui ont mis en place des "Programmes
Qualité" proclament qu'ils en retirent des bénéfices importants.
Ils considèrent les frais engagés dans la recherche de la
qualité d'une façon positive, comme le développement d'un produit
nouveau, ou l'amélioration des procédés de fabrication; en
d'autres termes, comme un investissement. Les bénéfices sont
réalisés par la réduction des déchets, du travail de reprise,
des réclamations sous-garantie et par des ventes accrues. Ils
ont prouvé qu'un "Programme-Qualité" rigoureux peut avoir un impac
financier très positif dans les affaires.

*Publië originellement dans le magazine Qualité, volume 3,
numéro 1, mars 1982 (en français).
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ABSTRACT

Many manufacturers who have implemented q u a l i t y programs are
claiming substantial benefits from them. They consider costs due
to qual i ty in a pos i t ive way, that i s in the same l igh t as design
development or manufacturing improvement o r , in o ther words, as
an investment . Benef i t s include reduced s c r a p , rework and
warranty claims and increased s a l e s . They have proven tha t a
strong quality program can have a very positive f inanc ia l impact
on a business.

•Originally published in the journal Qualite, Vol. 3, No. 1,
1982 March (in French).
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QA SUCCESS STORIES

Many manufacturers who have implemented q u a l i t y programs are
claiming subs tant ia l benef i t s from them. They cons ider cos t s
due to qual i ty in a pos i t ive way, tha t i s in the same l i g h t as
design development or manufacturing improvement o r , in o ther
words, as an investment. Benefits include reduced scrap, rework
and warranty claims and increased s a l e s . They have proven t h a t
a s t rong q u a l i t y program can have a very p o s i t i v e f i n a n c i a l
impact on a business .

On the other hand, there are others who have reacted nega t ive ly
to quality program requirements because they conjure up a
picture of an undesirable burden. Quality costs are lumped in
with nonproductive overhead charges such as taxes, insurance and
equipment breakdowns, etc. A good quality program could be for
them a relatively untapped source of increased revenue.

Mr. M. Rodinos, Vice-President, Quality Assurance at Dominion
Bridge-Sulzer Inc. reports.

"Our company believes very strongly that the assurance of
quality is one of the most effective means of fully
satisfying the demands of our market. It is also one of
the most effective contributing methods in meeting our
overall company objectives. Our company has basically
adopted the CSA Z299 Standards as the most comprehensive
and effective Quality Standards around on which to build
our quality program."

"Our company has a varied product field extending from a
multiplicity of structural and mechanical components,
including p ressure vesse l s up to high technology
components."

"In all cases, a program of ver i f i ca t ion , control or
assurance is exercised through the contract l i f e , with the
knowledge that the degree of control or assurance
represents an insurance to us that a l l the required
specifications will be met, and will be met as efficiently
as possible."

"The bottom line, insofar as financial impact is concerned,
is 'doing things right the first time'. Every 'corrective
act ion' and 'measure to prevent r ecurrence1 that we
undertake is done with the clear understanding that 'doing
things right the first time' will be the end result, and to
t h i s end our en t i r e quali ty assurance opera t ion is
geared."
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"Our experience has been that in the area of rework (not
only on the shop floor, but in the engineering, draughting
and purchasing departments) the costs are being continually
reduced. Also, there has been a dramatic reduction in
backcharge costs - i .e . components shipped to the field do
not need costly repair or changes in location."

"There are many occasions when our company elects to add
particular assurance measures to contracts, irrespective of
the fact that contractually they are not required - and
this is done for the very important reason that we k"r>w
that it will help us in avoiding costly errors, and in the
last analysis provide a positive financial return."

Ms. Gayle Mann, General Manager and Controller of Powco Steel
Products in Concord, Ontario reports:

"As General Manager of Powco Steel, and having received our
l e t t e r of acceptance from a large customer to C.S.A.
Z299.3. I would like to re la te some of the benefits we
have gained from implementing a quality programme in our
company."

"The costs of rework both in house and the exorbi tant
expenses incurred in bringing products back from s i te for
rework have both been reduced almost completely, and, of
course, as a result our profitability has increased. The
'preventive medicine1 application of quality programmes
cannot help but benefit any company."

"The expenses incurred in providing our company with a
quality programme were recovered within a few months after
implementation."

"Having attained acceptance at Level 3 has provided Powco
with the opportunity to gain more business and has
increased our s a l e s , as more and more customers are
requesting that the work performed is to a C.S.A. standard
of quality and we are now in a posi t ion to meet the i r
requirements. The oppor tun i t ies are proving to be
limitless."

"The manual i t s e l f provided our employees with job
descriptions and guidelines for performing their various
functions and the q u a l i t y of t h e i r work improved
considerably. Efficiency is a must to maintain prof i t s .
Mistakes cost money."

"It never ceases to amaze me when I hear such negativism
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towards quality program, particularly since our company has
experienced so many positive resu l t s . Quality is only
common sense and by adopting a positive practical approach
to i t both the company and the customers reap the rewards,
a quality product for the customer and increased profits
for the company."

An edi tor ia l in Quality magazine, December 1980, by Loren
"Chick" Walsh noted a qual i ty problem facing industry in
general. Implementing a quality program requires long-range
planning. Unfortunately management is rarely evaluated on a
long-range basis. There are monthly, quarterly, and semi-annual
statements and an annual financial statement to be measured
against. Management may fail to survive a year if the financial
statement doesn't display an optimistic picture - quickly.
General managers are reluctant to fund quality programs which
are necessary to attain long-range benefits. This short-range
profit concept for measuring management teams has been a big
factor working against implementing an e f fec t ive qual i ty
program.

Mr. J. Cronin, QA Manager, Byron Jackson Division of Borg-Warner
(Canada) Limited reports"

"As a major suppl ier of pumps to the ele<". r i c power
generation industry our company has structured i t s Quality
Assurance program on the CSA Z299.1 standard."

"The discipline of the system ^unctions in this program is
equally applicable to contracts under normal commercial
conditions or lower tier CSA programs."

"All the company's customers benefit from such ac t iv i t ies
as , audit, corrective action, special process cont ro l ,
equipment calibration etc. under the Z299.1 program."

"The company in turn expects to benefit as more vendors
take advantage of the CSA Quality Management Registration
program."

"As evidence of improved performance at the Toronto plant,
the incidence of nonconformances measured monthly dropped
37% between January and December 1980, as a r a t i o of
incidents/hour of direct labour the drop was 40%."
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"An effective guality cost measurement program has been in
place for three months and this wi l l provide a future
measurement of the results of and preventive action taken
under the quality program."

The CSA Z299 Standards have received considerable international
exposure because several large Canadian customers specify that
their foreign as well as domestic suppliers implement them.
Mr. Theo Stumpf, Chairman of the German DIN committee on Quality
Assurance, has informed me that the basis for the German QA
Standard relies in large part on the Z299 Standards. Germany
was instrumental in having an ISO Technical Committee on Quality
Assurance established and proposed Canada for the secretar ia te .
Canada won the secretar iate .against strong competition from
Britain and Japan.

A French/Swiss joint venture composed of Spie-B* t ignole of
France and Motor/Columbus of Switzerland requested permission to
use the Z299 Standards as a guide for preparing their own. They
ended up paying a subs tan t ia l royal ty ir> the CSA for the
privilege.

Dr. H.J. Meyer, Chairman of Working Group 3 on Quality Assurance
of the International Institute of Welding, informed me that at
i ts Annual Conference in 1980 at Estoril, Portugal, his Working
Group decided to use CSA Z299 as the basis for an International
I n s t i t u t e of Welding recommendation. He has asked for
information and experience with CSA Z299 part icularly in the
field of welding technology.

The Brown Boveri Review is a monthly published in Switzerland by
Brown Boveri & Cie. It states in an article that,

"A number of important customers have carried out detailed
investigations and confirmed that the quality assurance in
the Power D i s t r i b u t i o n Div is ion of Brown Boverie
corresponds to CSA Z299.1."

"Quality cos t s inc lude by d e f i n i t i o n , the cost of
nonconformance, the cost of nonconformance prevention and
th cost of inspection. Due to the systematic employment of
quality assurance and despite the fact that inspection
costs have increased only slightly, i t was found that the
cost of nonconformance in the Power Distribution Division
have been reduced to a third over the last few years. In
relation to the production volume the quality costs were
halved. These data - especially the significant reduction
in the cost of nonconformance leave no room for doubt as to
the success of these methods. Consequently, BBC regard
quality assurance a a vital element of their engineering
policy."
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The Edison Electric Institute in the United States, which is an
association of about 60 electr ical u t i l i t i e s including TVA,
studied the CSA Z299 Standards and concluded that they could be
utilized in the U.S. or provide a model for a U.S. system.

The Nuclear P~wer Company, a British consortium that designs,
manufactures and constructs nuclear power stations, stated, "We
are particularly keen on the Z299 series of Standards and have
adopted anglicized versions of them in our nuclear power
programme."

Mr. J.E. Lambert, Manager Quality Assurance at Westinghouse
Canada Incorporated, Atomic Power Division

"The quality assurance of our principal product, nuclear
fuel is unique in a number of ways."

"An example of this is the fuel element closure weld.
About 2 million of these welds are made each year with the
acceptable quality being limited to one defective weld in
every million. This quality must be assured in the absence
of a r e l i a b l e t e c h n i q u e t o t e s t t h e w e l d s
nondestructively."

"To our knowledge the only way of assuring this level of
quality is to have an organisation which is fully trained
and indoctrinated in the field of quality assurance."

"This includes, of ^ u r s e , senior management which is
committed to the implementation of a documented quality
program. The ini t ial cost of such a program is significant
and we have been lucky in that th is cost was spread over
several years."

"In the late 1960s we became aware of customers placing
increasing emphasis on qual i ty assurance. We were
fortunate that they did not define qua l i ty program
requirements until several years later. This allowed us to
assimilate the in i t ia l costs over a period of about four
years."

"Our quality program has now progressed to a level of
sophist icat ion which, among other th ings , s a t i s f i e s
Z 2 9 9 . 1 . "

"We have a fully developed quality cost program with valid
data having been accumulated over the past two years."
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"Over this period of time the conformance to the quality
program has been measured using s t a t i s t i c a l auditing
techniques and has shown a steady improvement."

"It is certainly not a coincidence that the quality costs
(expressed both as a percentage of manufacturing costs and
as constant dollars per unit of product) have also steadily
decreased over the same time period."

"We are convinced that the s t r i c t implementation of quality
program enhances our competitive pos i t ion by lowering
c o s t s . We w i l l cont inue to monitor q u a l i t y cost
performance and conformance to the quality program."

"These two measures will provide the evidence we need to
justify future expenditures."

Mr. L.E. Stebbings in the British,, Journal of the Institute of
Quality Assurance commented.

"My overseas experience shows the Canadians to have the
right approach to quality assurance; one only has to study
the CSA Z299 series to verify this ."

"One only has to visit fabricators in Britain who claim to
have a Quality Assurance department to find that nothing
more than an Inspection department exists. A glossy manual
is presented which depicts a quality programme but this
turns out to be nothing more than window dressing."

"That quality assurance is so poorly understood in this
country cannot be blamed entirely on the manufacturer. He
will produce what the customer will accept. The fault , to
a great extent, must be that of the end user and until the
end users get together and come up with a standard approach
to quality we will continue to be greeted with 'If i t ' s all
right for Company X, why isn ' t i t any good for you?."

"The Canadians are establishing this standard approach and
the Who's Who of members of the Z299 Standards Committee
will show what a wide coverage this set of standards is
receiving. Many of the Canadian ut i l i ty organizations have
already got together and adopted the Z299 as a working
document. If a manufacturer wishes to supply to any of the
supporting organizations he has to comply with the relevant
section of the standard. If the manufacturer cannot or
does not wish to comply he will not even get the chance to
bid."
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Mr. A.J. Sayle also commented in the same journal.

"The Z299 series is one which I greatly respect since i t
shows a unified, sensible, national approach to quality
assurance on the part of Canadians. Would that Britain had
such an approach instead of the "Tower of Babel1 exhibited
by a plethora of standards."

Only in Canada? Pity!

The CSA Z299 Standards are being called up in procurement
contracts for conventional high quality equipment as well as
nuclear. Countries where they are either required in contracts
for import or being implemented include the U.K., U.S.A.,
Germany, Japan, Italy, Switzerland, Sweden, A' entina, France,
Brazil, Venezuela, Nigeria, Indonesia, Australia, Korea and the
Peoples Republic of China. They have been t rans la ted into
German, Japanese, Spanish and French,

Mr. R. Worswick, Manager, Divisional Quality Assurance , reports
on the benefits Combustion Engineering Superheat Limited obtains
when the CSA Z299 Standards are specified in contracts with
their material and equipment suppliers.

"C-E Canada has in recent years implemented a system to
realise high confidence of quality performance with i t s
established suppliers of pressure retaining materials, and
c r i t i ca l functional equipment in relationship to steam
generating systems."

"The main aspects of this system require a documented and
implemented Quality Program and submission and approval of
formal Inspection and Test Plans for al l orders placed.
The immediate benefit rea l i sed from th i s approach is
virtual elimination of source or third party inspection,
based on the level of assurance obtained in the review and
approval process."

"Obviously, one significant factor that gives credibi l i ty
to such a system both from the supplier viewpoint and the
buyer requirements, is that the review, judgement and
approval of a Quality Program should be consistent and
uniform. The CSA Z299 series has fulfilled this role in an
excellent manner. C-E Canada's experience in identifying
the CSA Z299 series as the adopted standard has shown ready
acceptance by Canadian, U.S.A., Japanese and European
sources of supply."
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"C-E Canada feel the adoption of CSA Z299 series has been a
major contributor to the progress to date in present day
achievement of approximately 35 Fully Approved suppliers,
and will continue to be effective in the maintenance and
extension of the Approved Supplier system."

Canadian companies with proven QA programs are obtaining export
orders. An example includes the following from Mr. G. Ast of
Ingersoll-Rand.

"Ingersoll-Rand Canada was recognized as a po ten t i a l
supplier of barrel type boiler feed pumps that was capable
of meeting the CSA quality standard when i t was specified
(to the Z299.2 level) by.Monenco Consultants in Bristol ,
England, for a power station in Indonesia. Ingersoll-Rand
Canada received an inquiry to prepare a proposal for these
boiler feed pumps. This proposal resu l ted in a large
purchase order for Ingersoll-Rand Canada."

"Without the CSA QA program and their ab i l i ty to meet the
standards _ " the program, Ingersoll-Rand Canada might not
have been approached to prepare the ini t ial proposal."

"The order was ob ta ined a g a i n s t s t r o n g J apanese
competition."

This very favourable situation should be of use both directly
and indirectly in the marketing of Canadian goods and equipment
abroad.

On the o ther hand, we have the fol lowing s t o r y from
Mr. J . J . DesLauriers of SNC Metal Tech:

"I am pleased to inform you that CSA Z299.2 has been made a
contractual requirement by the Kingdom Saudi Arabia as
being mandatory in an order for transformers and switch
gear with Mitsubishi Japan. Some of th is equipment is
fairly sophisticated and we are to ascertain the present
level of implementation. The success story in this case I
think, is acceptance by Mitsubishi of a Canadian Standard
on the Contract."

Mr. R.J. Stephens, Manager, Qual i ty Assurance at CAE
Electronics Limited, reports:

"We manufacture f l i gh t s imula tors for M i l i t a r y and
Commercial a i r l ines , Military and Space Shuttle avionics,
and Computer Control Systems for Nuclear and Hydro Electric
Power Plants. Our quaiity program is currently approved to
DND and NASA standards as well as to CSA-Z-299.1. Product
quality in terms of manufacture and design has long been a
major factor in CAE's continued sales and growth."
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"I t is interesting that the QA procedures o r ig ina l ly
developed to control product quali ty are now being
successfully employed in other areas of Company operation.
"•••• ample, CAE recently converted its engineering drawing
i-couiu system from cardex to computer."

"This conversion involved creating an on-line computer data
base, containing revision s t a t u s , engineering change
information, size and location on over a 1/4 of a million
engineering drawings. New drawings and engineering change
notices are inputted upon release. Currently that data
base is updated on average 208 times per day."

"It is well recognized that a Company's master drawing
record system must contain up-to-date information and most
importantly, i t must be accurate. A major concern of
'going-on-line' is maintaining accuracy. To th is end
independent Quality Assurance audits and s t a t i s t i c a l
sampling procedures were introduced in the Data Processing
area during the conversion period. These QA audits have
been continued on a scheduled basis ever since."

"QA involvement in this operation is considered a success
as the data base has an accuracy of over 99.5%, which is
significantly better than the accuracy of other comparable
data bases within the Company."

In summary, when a quality program is correc t ly selected,
properly implemented, and working effectively, possible benefits
are identified as these:

1. To manufacturers:

- reduced scrap, rework, repair and warranty claims,
- higher productivity,
- reduced inspection,
- more competitive pricing,
- improved sales,
- increased awareness of problems,
- early correction of such problems,
- avoiding unpleasant surprises,

2. To customers:

- reduced surveillance,
- reduced incoming inspection,
- reduced source inspection,
- reduced cost of purchased items,
- improved safety and reliability,
- improved construction schedules,
- reduced failures and costly shutdowns,
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3. To Canada:

- increased exports,
- reduced imports,
- higher productivity,
- reduced unemployment.

And, finally, no cost benefits indicate the following problems:

- inadequate accounting,
- program not working properly,
- inappropriate program selected,
- safety and reliability of product are in doubt.
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